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Abstract—Most of the location awareness are focused on
human location. Even if these consider the device location, they
deal with the location of mobile devices using the coordinates
(x,y). However, the ubiquitous smart space includes home
appliances such as a humidifier, a heater, or a lamp as well as a
smart phone or a laptop. The smart space must recognize the
device location as a physical space such as a living room or a
printer room rather than the coordinates. In this paper, we
propose a new space model for autonomic service providing in
ubiquitous smart space. It defines the types of a space and a
device and suggests the space management method for
autonomic service providing. We also implemented an
embedded system, SM(Space Manager), and applied it to the
test bed for intelligent home network.
Keywords-Ubiquitous Computing; Autonomic Computing;
Smart Space; Device Location Awareness

I.

INTRODUCTION

Ubiquitous Smart Space (USS) is a user-centered
convergence space which has characteristics of situationawareness, autonomic cooperation, and self-growing [1].
When the specific goal is issued by situation-awareness, USS
discovers the effective services and binds adequate devices
needed to perform the services. At this time, the service
execution is dynamically controlled according to the context.
Among the context, the location awareness such as where the
service is issued and the bound devices exist is core
information for autonomic service providing. Autonomic
computing is to develop computer systems capable of selfmanagement, to overcome growing complexity of computing
systems, and to reduce the barrier that complexity poses to
further growth with hiding these process to users [2]. In USS,
autonomic execution of necessary smart devices is
indispensable to provide user-adapted services. All devices
of USS are operating to achieve the goal of services and the
binding between a device and a service must be performed
without the user’s intervention [3].
Recently, there are some techniques for indoor location
awareness with indoor GPS [4], Tagging, Sensing [5, 6], and
Grouping with IP information. Since these are focusing on
finding location of human or hand-held devices such as cellphone, there are some problems in order to support
customized and autonomic services in USS.

First, the definition of our smart space, USS, is different
from points represented on the coordinates. USS is a usercentered convergence space, for example, a space suitable
for sleeping, ‘for exercising’, or ‘for working with digital
equipments’. It is not important whether the space for
sleeping is pointed by (x1, y1) or (x2, y2). Figure 1 shows a
home as an example of a convergence space.
Mr. John sometimes sees a movie as a multimedia
service in his living room which is equipped with a TV and
A/V and maintains optimal temperature and illumination by
an air conditioner, a curtain, and a lamp. He also takes a
sleeping service in his bedroom which is a comfortable
environment supported by a humidifier, a lamp, and so on.
At this time, there are two physical spaces, a bedroom and a
living room at John’s home. If he wants to take a new service
‘for relaxing’ mixed of two services, ‘for sleeping’ and ‘for
multimedia service’ in his living room, the convergence
space starts to bind devices enabling to make an environment
for relaxing. Here, the humidifier and the aroma machine
may be moved from his bedroom to his living room and the
function of his living room is extended to the logical space to
be able to sleep. Therefore, we need a technique to recognize
the physical and logical space rather than coordinates.
Second, the existing location awareness is focusing only
on detecting the device location but does not have any
management method for newly registered, withdrawn, and
moved devices. They cannot consider how the services are
affected by the movement and the registration of devices
because they have no space model which supports a
convergence space including human, services and devices. In
Figure 1, if the humidifier is moved to the living room for a
relaxing service, the service to adjust humidity in a bedroom
cannot be operating.
Therefore, we have to develop a space model which
enables autonomic service providing in USS. We first define
the types of a space and a device and suggest the space
management method for devices. We also implemented an
embedded system, SM(Space Manager) based on our space
model, and applied it to the test bed for intelligent home
network.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes background and section 3 presents
requirements of space management method. Section 4
proposes a new space model to provide autonomic services.

TABLE I.

COMPARISON OF CHARACTERISTICS IN VARIOUS
SYSTEMS FOR SPACE
Indoor Location Method

Items
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Events
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Space
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Location
Tracking
System
Complexity

Figure 1. The Relationship between Services-Users-Spaces in
Ubiquitous Environment.

Section 5 shows the implementation and its experiments and
section 6 concludes the paper.
II.

RELATED WORK

The USS has distinct characteristics which are different
from normal spaces’ in general structures. In USS, the space
has to provide user-customized services. These smart
services are not available in general structured spaces. Since
the demand of service from users is appeared, the special
technique needs to support the service with user
requirements in USS. Most of researches are concentrated on
the movement of space objects as space events. The space
object is the primary element and a member of a space. It is
widely divided into devices as operators and human as users.
Table 1 shows a comparison with these researches.
Recent researches make the localization data by using
indoor GPS, tracking with various sensors, and RSSI system.
These consider the movement of space subjects as a space
event. Since the space events make some changes in the
circumstance, these events are used for the context
information. The indoor GPS system [4] improves a problem
that it is not possible to take signals inside from GPS
satellites. This system experimentally mounts pseudolites
which detects an accurate position of objects in indoor areas.
Sensor detecting systems use ultra-sonic sensors and beacons
[5]. They estimate the direction of a mobile object by using a
digital compass also [6]. For wide spaces, some researches
implement a wireless sensor network based on the ZigBee
standard and measure RSSI [7]. Moreover a few studies
detect and process the movement of objects in flexible unit
space by using Atlas systems [8]. The methods generate the
knowledge which is only simple positioned coordination
represented a focused target. These location tips are without
any information or consideration of related to provide
services. We need to contemplate a new localization method
for offering services to users.
Some studies try to realize the indoor location-oriented
service by combining a location technology and hierarchical
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room-based location modes [9, 10]. However they cannot
fulfill user satisfaction of operating autonomic services, even
they consider a relationship between service spaces and
devices. Therefore a new technique is necessary to connect
space elements and service information tightly. It lets
services be autonomic in USS.
The BIM (Building Information Modeling) [11]
considers the information of areas geometrically. It makes
data base about a facility to build and to repair this. However,
by BIM, users can receive only few services restricted in
built areas because it focuses on buildings only and not
considers how to offer services. Since a service should
content user’s request with no limitation given by geometric
spaces, a new approach is needed to manipulate autonomic
service space.
Almost methods have difficulties to achieve the service
aim which is autonomic and self-binding by connecting
organically between spaces and users. As shown in Table 1,
these systems are only focused on the notification of the
device movements or specific space information. Therefore,
we should design a new space management model for
managing and providing user-centered services considering
characteristics of USS.
III.

REQUIREMENT OF SPACE MANAGEMENT METHOD

A. The Requirement for Variety of Managed Space
Existing space concepts are mostly not proper to support
ubiquitous services. The space is physically divided into a
size or an area. In general, the space is physically divided by
a solid such as walls, pillars or doors. Every event and
operation is not able to effect on the area which is out of a
defined individual space. When a user wants a few services,
he is blocked physical limitation by the position where he is.
However since the goal of USS service is to provide every
service for satisfying user requirements by using
unconstrained binding with all potential resources, a novel
concept of space should reflect following specifications.
· A concept of space has to consider how to provide
services.

·
·
·

The division standard of space should be defined by
a range of service affected rather than such physical
barriers (walls, pillars) or a size.
A space should be accomplishing a goal of a service.
A space is possible to be easily modified in forms
which have various range or properties.

B. The Requirement for Providing Autonomic Services
The most important issue is how we can satisfy user
requirements. We should focus on how to manage services
with proper devices. We have to figure out what devices are
ready and where they are. Although other studies suggest
various indoor location awareness methods, these do not fit
in the service environment in USS.
These systems produce some coordination of objects on
pre-informed maps or blueprints, so complex infrastructures
and informations are needed. Thus, the new device location
awareness method should satisfy following requirements.
· It should offer the information related with services.
It includes the data about what appeared services
rather than location notes as positioned coordinates
of devices.
· It should notify whether a detected device can offer
services.
· It informs what devices can be bound and what
service status they have.
· The location information has to follow the idea of
space in USS.
· It should be able to detect space events by device
movements or inflows in real time.
IV.

Figure 2. Definition and Classification of PS/LS Space Type in USS.

SPACE MODEL

A. Space Type in USS
We suggest the new concept of spaces for providing
services without any physical limitation. It makes proper
types of space and they depend on the situation of offering
service.
Firstly, we define the space as a physical space and a
logical space. It supports that a user can utilize necessary
services through the composition and separation of PSs to
LSs by these two space types [12].
· Physical Space (PS): This type means the minimized
range of managing space. It is as same as the original
constructed format. It is an architectural geometric
space and also a unit of a physical division of a
space.
· Logical Space (LS): When the original geometry
space needs to be modified, LS type is generated. If
there is more two PSs and they correspond with each
other, or an already composited space wants to
separate into spatial pieces, the space becomes LS
type. Creating LS is to support user customized
service to users with their requirements.
Fig.2 presents PSs and LSs in USS. Spaces are redefined
and reclassified by service characteristics depend on
occurred service conditions. Using space types is important
to offer user - customized services by necessity.

Figure 3. Device Status Types for Device Management: NEW, STATIC,
MOVED, OVERLAP, MOBILE, FAIL.

B. Device Status Type in USS
In order to make the PS, LS space types, it is necessary to
define types of device statues of each service supplier [13].
By changes of each device’s status type, spaces can be the
LS type. There are six status types for a device According to
the potential scenarios in USS.
· NEW: If ⋃δ where(D , t) = ∅, a certain device is
understood ‘NEW’. It means that it has never been
registered any place before.
· STATIC: We suppose that there is a function
‘where’. It is able to calculate the space where Dk
stays at time t, and it can be presented
as where(D , t). If ⋃δ ℎ ( , t) = {PS }, the
status of a certain device is ‘STATIC’. It can be
shown as where(D , t) =  and the time t is
the current time. If where(airconditioner, t) =
 when PS3= living room, the air conditioner
is regarded as settled on a living room for δ statically.

MOVED: If ⋃δ ℎ (dev , t) = PS , PS when
PSi ≠ PSj, a device’s status type is ‘MOVED’.
 
If where(CDPlayer) = {,  } = ,
when
PS1=living room, PS2=kitchen, the CD player seems
to be moved to the kitchen from the living room.
· OVERLAP: This means that a device has been
registered in two PS at one moment. As shown in
Fig. 3, Dk is being registered PS2 and PS3 as well. In
this case, more than two PSs (PS2, PS3) are regenerated as one LS (LS1).
· MOBILE: If⋃δ ℎ (dev , t)} = {PS , … , PS },
(n ≥ 3), the status type is “MOBILE”. It is to offer
seamless services for a user with high mobile
devices. Dk is moving PS1, PS2, and PS3 in USS
continuously.
· FAIL:
If ⋃δ
 ℎ (dev , t) = {PS , … , PS }
δ
and⋃δ ℎ (dev , t) = ∅ (n≥1), at t + δ, the
status of Dk is defined “FAIL”. The system
remembers the latest location of device before it is
moved.
The definition of basic device status types in PS has
some deficiency to achieve the goal of service for contenting
user requests. We suggest special space types of LS to reflect
user requirements and space circumstances.
· FUSION: When a device status type becomes
“OVERLAP”, a new space appears as a multiple
PS, and this is LSi = {PS1 U … U PSn}, (n≥2). This
type makes the service be available in any place
where it is required. Even though Dk actually exists
in one PS, it can be occupied in others also. If LS1
has a role of an office, users can be exposed both the
‘working’ service in PS2 and the ‘printing’ service in
PS3 at any position in LS1.
· SEPARATION: If a device has “MOVED” status
type, LSi is disjointed to two individual spaces;
PS2, PS3 which were considered as one space LS1.
·

C. Device Management Method – Registration/Withdrawal
For analyzing the device movement, we use the
‘Registration’ and the ‘Withdrawal’ processes to figure out
which device is entered in or out of the service space.
· Registration: If the ‘Registration’ is occurred, this
supposed that Dk inflows a service space and is
ready to offer a service operation. After Dk is
registered, a system analyses the device status
type such as ‘NEW’, ‘MOVED’, ‘OVERLAP’, or
‘MOBILE’ by device movement histories.
· Withdrawal: When a device moves to other space,
it is withdrawn from the registered space. The
system notify changes of the space by the
‘Withdrawal’ of devices

V.

DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION

A. Design and Development of the Space Manager
We design and create the space manager(SM) to
materialize the space model in USS. It gives each device the
status type and processes registrations/withdrawals for the
management of the space model. We present the block
diagram for SM operating parts in Fig.5 and the prototype in
Fig.6. Each part is implemented by a human detection sensor,
an infrared module, an IEEE 802.15.4 module, a Bluetooth
module, and a microprocessor.
B. Experiment in USS
We show the service environment in a general home
domain in Fig.7. We assume that the home basically has a
living room, a bed room, and a kitchen with many devices
represented by D1~D7. Since no space model is adapted on it
yet, a user is just allowed only the defined services which are
limited by the device installation. In the living room, the user
cannot reach a certain music service provided by the audio
which is in the kitchen. Moreover a service system cannot
find where the requested devices are located in its service
domain because no device location awareness method is
working on it yet. The system remembers only the initial
installation settings even though a user brings the device to
other place. This fact potentially causes wrong service
operations to users often.
To solve the problem, the service environment applied
our suggestion is presented in Fig.8. By binding to a certain
space manager, devices are participated in the service
operation.
·
Registration/Withdrawal for the device awareness:
When all service suppliers is entered in USS at the
beginning, ‘Registration’ makes each device bound
with each SM1~SM3. The device’s inflow and a
user’s movement are detected by a human detection
sensor.SM transports device communication settings.
After this, the status type of the device is defined as
“NEW”. It is only available its own registered SM
without any interruption from the others. As shown
in Fig.7, a humidifier is moved from the bed room
(the registered space) to the living. It will be ready to
operate a service in the new service space when it is
registered under SM1. D4 has “MOVED” status type
in SM1 and the list of device management in SM2 is
updated that D4 is N/A (Not Available).
· Sharing by the LS types for offering services: The
audio was registered in the kitchen at the first time.
Since the “Reading environment service” is
requested in the living room, the device should be
defined as “OVERLAP” and takes both space IDs of
SM1 and SM2. By following this, the place where the
service by D7 is settled as “FUSION”. This service
space is recognized as one LS1; even it consists with
different PS2, PS3.

ubiquitous service tightly coupled with users by learning
about user preference and usage of service.
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